
Addendum A 
 
Date:   January 19, 2022 

To:   Respondents, Automated Permit and Parking RFP 

From:   Elliot Hallett, Jr. Management Analyst 

Subject:  Q&A Responses - Highland Park Automated Permit and Parking RFP 

 
The purpose of Addendum A serves to answer any questions which were submitted and related to the City 
of Highland Park’s Request for Proposals for Automated Permit and Parking Management Solution, 
issued by the City Manager’s Office on December 17, 2021. Addendum A is being posted on the City’s 
website in the same location as the RFP at the following link: 
 

https://www.cityhpil.com/bid_detail_T23_R312.php 
 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE PERIOD OF 12/17/2021 – 01/14/2022. 
Please note that questions and answers are listed in no particular order. 

 
 

1. Is Highland Park setting hourly rates on its 3-Pay Stations, if so what is that? Is there a 
minimum number of hours that must be purchased? 
 
Answer: If paying for meter parking is utilized for the pay stations, the current rate is $0.25 per 
hour. The parking lots where these pay stations will be installed have free daily parking available 
after 5:00 PM. Daily parking permits would be sold from pay stations at the rate of $3 per day. 
 

2. Are you fine accepting just Credit cards and Mobile Pay as the only other Payment Option 
(no coin or bills)? 
 
Answer: The City desires to have bills, debit and credit cards as options available for payment. If 
there is an additional cost to accepting cash, the respondent should indicate that cost in their 
proposal. 
 

3. Does Highland Park know where they will install the Pay stations? If so, will they be located 
where they can function off of Solar Power alone?   
 
Answer: The pay stations will be installed at the Central, Ravinia, and Braeside train stations 
within the City of Highland Park. Please provide information for both Solar and hardwired 
connectivity. 
 

4. Do you want to add A/C connectivity for precautionary purposes? 
 

Answer: The City desires pricing for both hardwired and/or solar connectivity; it is necessary to 
confer with the selected vendor regarding proper placement of the pay stations at the three 
commuter lots both inside and/or outside. Please provide this information with your proposal.  
 

5. What is the total revenue generated from annual parking permit sales? 
 

https://www.cityhpil.com/bid_detail_T23_R312.php


Answer: The City of Highland Park generated $226,951.85 in revenue from Commuter, 
Overnight and Daily tags throughout the 2019 calendar year. This is the most recent number we 
have pre-pandemic. 2021 generated $54,108.50 in revenue. 
  

6. What is the make and model of the vehicle(s) that will be used for LPR?  
 
Answer: The vehicles being utilized by the City of Highland Park include Ford Explorers and 
Ford Escapes. 

 
7. Is ticketing issuance part of the proposal? If yes, are you planning ton giving tickets by 

laptops or handheld, please clarify? If you don’t have ticket issuance, are you planning to 
add ticket processing or ticket management?  
 
Answer: Ticket issuances is not currently part of the proposal. Parking enforcement within 
Highland Park currently utilize handheld units.  

 
8. Which solution are you currently using please clarify?  

 
Answer: The current parking enforcement ticket system that Highland Park utilizes is Brazos. 

 
9. Please supply the version of Tyler Munis and specifications for the integration of data you 

would like from the enforcement system to Tyler Munis.  
 

Answer: The version of Tyler Munis being used by the City is Version 2019.1.22.0, along with the 
Brazos E-Citation module, which includes a parking enforcement citation module; therefore, 
please provide all information regarding integration between your parking solutions and LPR 
with Tyler’s Brazos E-Citation platform. 
 

10. What is the desired “go-live” date for the selected parking and permit management solution? 
 
Answer: The City desires to begin the initial phase of the project as soon as possible and no later 
than the first quarter, 2022. The City will work with the selected proposer to create a project 
timeline based on the proposed implementation schedule by the selected winner. 
 

11. In your timeline, the Contract Award date is listed as February 14th and the Project Start 
date is listed as February 28th – is the expectation that the project implementation begin one 
week after the contract is awarded?  

 
Answer: Please see question 10 above. 

 
12. Does the City have its own handheld enforcement units to be utilized?  If so, please provide 

the number of units as well as their make(s) and model(s).  
 

Answer: 7 - Zebra handhelds model# TC75EK 
 

13. If the City does not have its own handheld enforcement units, how many units will be 
needed?  
 
Answer: The City would like a quote for seven android or iOS devices 

 
14. How many concurrent back-office users will there be for the software?  



 
Answer: Up to 10 personnel should have concurrent access; personnel operate from the City’s 
Police Department and Finance Department at City Hall. 

 
15. Do you need contractor to pour pads for pay stations? 
 

Answer: The vendor will need to provide pads if special requirements exist. 
 

17. What forms of LPR technology would be most important to the city? Hand-held devices for 
parking patrol staff, mounted LPR camera technology to cars, etc? Will LPR technology be 
needed for parking garage entrances and exits? 

 
Answer: Hand-held devices are optimal.   In most cases enforcement is conducted by civilian 
Police Department personnel using City-issued vehicles. 
 

18. Is the city’s goal to update coin operated meters to new meter technology? 
 

Answer: Yes, please provide the City with information regarding how your proposal is able to 
assist with this.  
 

19. How does the city envision private lots that may lack technology to integrate with software 
solutions? 
 
Answer:  The City does not currently plan on using the private lots at this point in time. If this 
changes, the City will work with the property owner and the selected vendor if there are parking 
lots that lack technology to integrate with the software solution.  

 
20. Does the city have a long-term agreement with Tyler Technologies and could this change in 

the future? Is the city open to working with other companies for enforcement solutions? 
 
Answer: Yes, in 2019, the City entered into an agreement with Tyler Technologies to implement a 
new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, Munis, the City’s current ERP is Eden, which 
is a Tyler Technology system although it is nearing its useful life. 
 

21. Does the Brazos E-Citation module assist with eliminating any of the manual enforcement 
efforts or is the city looking for a new solution that minimizes or eliminates much of the 
manual work for giving citations? 

 
Answer: The Brazos E-Citation module assists with the efficiency of manual enforcement efforts, 
please provide any information pertaining to easing the manual work involved with giving 
citations. 

 
22. Can the City provide more specific breakdown of revenue from permits (how many annual 

permits sold, how much total revenue over last 1 years by category) 
 
Answer: Commuter Overnight – 173 months - $6,117.50 
Commuter Quarterly – 133 - $9,680.00 
Commuter Annual – 68 - $17,059.00 
Employee Underground – 60 - $7,480.00 
Garage Overnight – 19 months - $665.00 



Overnight – 315 months - $4,717.50 
Remote – 9 - $135.00 
Remote Employee – 39 - $585 
Student – 76 - $9,917 
Daily – 5,488 - $16,464 
PCO – 8 - $280 
Employee Annual – 114 - $29,276.00 
Employee Quarterly – 738 - $58,518 
Port Clinton Key Card – 414 - $68,262 

 
 

23. Will the City consider a revenue share of the dollars generated via fines/violations? 
 
Answer: The City will not consider a revenue share of dollars generated via fines/violations. 
 

24. Is there a page limitation for the proposals? 
 
Answer: The City will not place a page limitation for the proposal. 

 
25. How many original notarized Attachments A – General Certification Requirements does the 

city need? Because we are submitting 8 original copies of our proposal, do we also need to do 
8 original certifications? 
 
Answer:  Only one original is needed. 

 
26. Is Tyler Technologies able to provide specifications of their API to evaluate the work needed 

for integration? 
 
Answer: Tyler Technologies does not currently have an API available and it will need to be 
developed for an additional cost based on integration requirements. 

 
27. Can respondents attach more details of their response in an Appendix which will provide 

more specifics of the solution? 
 
Answer: Yes, please be as through as possible when detailing the specifics of your solution.  

 
28. With the uncertainty around COVID and the impact on companies, will the city entertain a 

further extension for proposal due date of 2 weeks? 
 

Answer: The City extended the proposal date on January 10th and has no future plans of 
extending again. 
 

29. Can the city share total and accurate revenue figures from on street parking, parking garage 
revenue, value of violations issued compared to actual revenue collected from violations? 
 

Answer: Due to a system migration error moving from Cardinal Tracking, Inc. to Tyler 
Technologies, digital data prior to June 2021 is no longer accessible. Therefore, an accurate 
depiction of actual revenue collected from violations is not known at this time.  
 



30. Of the city owned parking lots, are any controlled by remote arm access for entry and exit? If 
yes who is the vendor for the gate technology? 
 

Answer: At this time the City does not intend on utilizing this technology where remote arm 
access for entry and exit is used.  
 

31. Can City define “camera technology sets” related to LPR technology?  Ie 2 handheld devices, 
2 car mounted cameras etc? 

 
Answer: The City desires two mobile LPR systems, to be affixed to two parking enforcement 
vehicles. 
 

32. How many current Kiosks exist in City and who is current vendor? 
 

Answer: Highland Park does not have any existing Kiosks throughout the City. 
 

33. Is there a restriction to number of pages in response or number of appendixes allowed? 
 

Answer: The City will not place a page limitation on the proposal. 
 

34. What is the term of the contract? 
 
Answer: The City will create a project timeline based on the proposed implementation schedule 
by the selected vendor. 
 

35. Can the City please detail the scoring rubric that will be used to evaluate the proposal and 
pricing? 

 
Answer: Vendor information and certifications, organizational experience and capabilities, staff 
experience and capabilities, specification of deliverables (cost, project, time lime), and an overall 
cost review. 

 
36. Section 6 Deliverable, Item F. states “Provide example templates for parking and permit 

purchasing by customers, with templates for each demonstrating the City as the merchant of 
record and demonstrating the proposer as the merchant of record” What type of template is 
the City referring to? 
 
Answer: Templates can be referred to as parking and permit purchasing options. 

 
37. Can the City please clarify the hard copy submittals noted in Section 7. Submittal 

Requirements? Will the City accept one (1) unbound, original, sealed submittal and 7 
unbound, copies, sealed submittals? 

 
Answer: Submittals should be in a sealed envelope and included eight sealed hard copies and one 
electronic copy in PDF format submitted on a USB flash drive to the following address: 

 
Elliot Hallett 
City Manager’s Office, City of Highland Park 
1707 Saint Johns Avenue 
Highland Park, IL 60035 
 



38. How many off-street spaces are there that have hourly and/or daily rates?  

Answer: Approximately 2,593 off street parking spaces that vary from annual, quarterly, or daily 
permits, hourly meters, and time limited free parking 

39. What is the average hourly rate for the City’s off-street spaces? 
 

Answer: All meters cost $0.25 per hour and are available up to 12 hours. 
 

40. What is the average hourly rate for the City’s on-street spaces? 
 

Answer: All meters cost $0.25 per hour and are available up to 12 hours. 
 

41. Who are the current meter providers? 

Answer The City installed and maintains meters provided by Duncan Solutions and Civic Smart. 
We do not subscribe to any third party vendor. 

42. For the City’s meters that accept credit card payments, who is paying the merchant 
processing fees: the City or the provider?  
 
                Answer: The City is currently operating with coin meters only. 

43. Who is the current mobile parking payment application provider?  
 
             Answer: Not applicable. 

44. What is the average parking transaction dollar amount?  
 

Answer: Due to the amount of different permits and associated fees there was no way to find this 
number: The approximate parking permit sales in 2021 were: $229,156. 

 
45. Does the City currently have the ability to process credit card transactions in which the 
transaction happens digitally (card-not-present transactions)? If so, what is the City’s current card-
not-present payment processing rate? 

Answer: Not applicable. 

46. Does the City intend on absorbing the convenience fee of the mobile application to create 
more parity between meters and the mobile application or will the City be passing the cost on to the 
parkers? 
 

Answer: It is the City’s intent to pass along the cost. Although a final determination has not been 
made. 

47. Will the City continue to use its existing enforcement/citation management platform going   
forward or would it like Proposers to include information on these services in their proposals?    
 

Answer: Plan to keep current enforcement/citation management platform. 
 



48. How many days per week are parking payments required?  
 
  Answer: Payments are required an average of 6 days per week.  

   
49. Can the City please provide the exact locations the pay stations kiosks will be installed? 
 

Answer: The locations are provided below: 
 
1700 Saint Johns Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035 
510 Roger Williams Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035 
10 North Saint Johns Avenue, Highland Park IL 60035 

 
50. Who is the City’s current permitting vendor? 
 

Answer: Permits are currently being issued manually.  
 

51. How many permitting zones are there?  

Answer: Various permits can be used at multiple locations city wide. 

52. For the permit types listed on pg. 4 of the RFP, can the City please break down the term of 
each permit, cost of each permit, and quantity of each permit sold?  
 

Answer: Commuter: $80/quarterly 
Annual: $285 
Overnight Monthly: $15  
Garage Overnight: $35 Resident/$45 Non-resident 
Port Clinton: $195/quarterly for 19 or less purchased or $145/quarterly for 20 or more 
purchased 
Overnight Quarterly: $35 
Employee: $80/quarterly 
Annual: $285 for 19 or less purchased or $215 Annual for 20 or more purchased 
Remote: $15 
Underground Commuter: $135 
Overnight Combined/Monthly: $35 
Daily Commuter: $3 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please note that the questions above were answered based on the City’s interpretation and current 
intent with regard to the Automated Permit and Parking RFP 


